
 

 

 

Network Infrastructure Specialist, Idox Cloud 

Customer Services 

Pune, Maharashtra 

 

About the role 

This is a rare opportunity to join a core Idox team providing hosting and managed services to key 

account clients, including local Government, NHS and other private clients.  

We are looking for an established Network Infrastructure Specialist with experience working with 

similar or corporate clients, able to bring hands-on competence and the maturity and preparedness to 

share knowledge and bring on colleagues, as part of our expert team. In particular, you will also work 

closely with our Head of Public Sector Hosting, shaping a programme of change and improvement, 

which will involve you in mission critical projects within our SaaS and Cloud operations. 

We are hoping to hire a Network professional with Cisco certification and/or substantial practical 

experience of handling technical client challenges. You will also work on improvement projects to build 

secure environments with increased capacity, and efficiencies to meet our growing client base. All 

projects to use the latest appropriate technologies. Planned growth for the Idox Group means that 

there is a stream of interesting projects related to introduction of new technologies and environments 

as well as a daily workflow. 

We will consider either someone with practical experience wanting to build a career into design and 

planning or an already experienced specialist looking for a fresh environment and challenge. We would 

like to meet candidates who are confident working directly with customers and capable of scoping out 

solutions as required. 

 

Key responsibilities  

As part of the Managed Services team, the remit includes: 

• The installation, configuration, and maintenance of network hardware in the Idox hosting estate 
• Network design, implementation and maintenance programme 

• Working with customers to establish and maintain secure links (VPN/Private circuit) into the 
environments  

• Following manufacturer/industry best practice alongside ISO27001:2015 processes and procedures 
to keep the environment secure 

• Keeping up to date with industry changes, security, bug reports, and pertinent mailing lists 
• Analysis and diagnosis of outages and raised issues 
• Monitoring and improving disaster recovery strategies 
• Be available for occasional travel to UK based data centres. 

 

To be successful, you’ll need to bring: 
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• 3 years of experience administering Cisco networks in a medium-large scale mission critical 
environment and still keen and eager to learn 

• Have experience of VMWare ESX/vCentre 
• Flexibility to work as part of a geographically diverse, multi skilled team, and supporting a 24/7 

client environment 
• Experience working directly with customer technical teams to implement and test solutions. 

 

Additional desirable qualities: 

• Relevant CCNA/CCNP certification 

• Knowledge of any enterprise storage solutions. 

 

About Idox 

Our specialist software solutions power the performance of government and industry, driving 
productivity and a better experience for everyone. Built around the user and designed in collaboration 
with experts who have worked through every detail of every process from end-to-end, our hard-
working process engines deliver exceptional functionality and embed workflows that drive efficiency 
and best practice with a long-term focus for regulated environments.  

Through the automation of tasks, the simplification of complex operations, finding scalability as 
operations evolve, and more effective management of information, we help our customers harness the 
power of Digital, so they can do more.  

We employ around 500 staff in the UK and worldwide, including Europe, North America and Asia, so 
some travel to meet colleagues may be required.   

Our Values     

 

Our Culture  

We are ambitious in working together to promote a more inclusive environment, which attracts all 
candidates and signals our commitment to celebrate and promote diversity. Idox is a company where 
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we can all be ourselves and succeed on merit, where we respect all our employees, customers and 
communities in which we live, work and are a part of.  

We recruit and reward employees based on capability and performance – regardless of race, gender, 
sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, lifestyle, age, educational background, national origin, 
religion or physical ability. Each office location worldwide, is free to respond to local needs to create a 
culturally sensitive workplace for everyone.  In doing so, we want every employee to feel our 
commitment to showing respect for all and encouraging open collaboration and communication. 

Our Benefits 

 

How to apply 

Please submit a CV, and a short cover letter (maximum 500 words - including salary expectation, and 
current remuneration) explaining why you feel you would be suited to this role to 
join.us@idoxgroup.com  

Please note successful applicants will need to satisfy the necessary background verification as a 
standard part of hiring process. This is in order to help us make safer recruitment decisions and 
prevent unsuitable people from working with access to personal and sensitive data. 

Privacy notice 

As part of the recruitment process, we will collect data about you in a variety of ways including the 
information you would normally include in a CV or a job application cover letter, or notes made by our 
recruiting officers during a recruitment interview.  

Please read our Recruitment Data Privacy Policy here: https://www.idoxgroup.com/policies 


